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•  Aluminum lance with water passage 1.5 - 3.5 meters. 
High-quality valve connection with brass stopcock and black 
non-slip soft-grip coating over a length of 83 cm.  
Weight: 1.2 kg

•  Fiberglass lances in 2 variants: length 1.8 m, weight: 0.7 kg and 
3.6 m, weight: 1.1 kg.

• Sturdy zinc alloy cord thread heads

•  easyclean365+ brushes with water outlet and coarse thread in 
2 versions: hard and soft with 60 mm long bristles

•  Brush size 250 x 80 mm

Low-pressure telescopic plants made of aluminum  
and fiberglass and washing brushes in two versions  
with coarse thread

New telescopic lances with  
a length of up to 3.6 meters!

With water flow

aluminum

Fiberglass 

easyclean365+ telescopic lances  
and wash brushes
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Water passage: Ball valve for opening and closing 
made of brass. Thick black non-slip handle coating for a 
good grip.

Cord thread: 
Durable and 
virtually inde-
structible thanks 
to zinc alloy.

Fiberglass lance with PVC  
end cap: Simply hang it on  
the hole.

Sophisticated locks:  
Turn non-slip and extend  
continuously.

Logo: The new brush bodies feature the easyclean365+ logo. The washing 
brushes impress with their high-quality, wave-shaped PVC bristles. The soft, blue 
version is characterized by particularly fine bristle ends, which are very water-
absorbent by splitting the material several times and can get into every small gap.

Hard: Yellow bristles in a wave shape Soft: split bristles in  
blue and white
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R+M Nr.  
525 050 10 1,020 - 1,800 mm
525 070 10 1,920 - 3,600 mm

R+M Nr. 
525 000 10 1

R+M Nr. 
525 040 10 115 mm

R+M Nr. 
525 010 10 1

Telescopic lances and easyclean365+ wash brushes

Telescopic lances made of fiberglass with coarse thread. Extendable without water flow

Telescopic lance made of aluminum with cord thread. Ergonomic handle with insulated grip area and ball valve. Extendable with water flow

Fiberglass lances with coarse thread

Aluminum lances with coarse thread

easyclean365+ washing brushes with coarse thread and water passage

Bristles 60mm. Soft. 250 x 80mm

Cord thread F : cord thread M

Bristles 60mm. Hard. 250 x 80mm

R+M Nr.  
525 300 10  1,500 - 3,500 mm coupler plug «universal»

easyclean365+ telescopic lances  
and wash brushes

R+M Nr. 
527 001 118 85 mm

Adapter for lances without coarse thread

Angle adaptor

Cord thread M: thread F conical
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